Recent developments in telecommunications have allowed drawing new paradigms, including the Internet of Everything, to provide services by the interconnection of different physical devices enabling the exchange of data to enrich and automate people's daily activities; and Fog computing, which is an extension of the well-known Cloud computing, bringing tasks to the edge of the network exploiting characteristics such as lower latency, mobility support, and location awareness. Combining these paradigms opens a new set of possibilities for innovative services and applications; however, it also brings a new complex scenario that must be efficiently managed to properly fulfill the needs of the users. In this scenario, the Fog Orchestrator component is the key to coordinate the services in the middle of Cloud computing and Internet of Everything. In this paper, key challenges in the development of the Fog Orchestrator to support the Internet of Everything are identified, including how they affect the tasks that a Fog service Orchestrator should perform. Furthermore, different service Orchestrator architectures for the Fog are explored and analyzed in order to identify how the previously listed challenges are being tackled. Finally, a discussion about the open challenges, technological directions, and future of the research on this subject is presented.
Introduction
A new industrial revolution driven by digital data, computation, and automation is arriving. Human activities, industrial processes, and research lead to data collection and processing on an unprecedented scale, spurring new products, services, and applications, as well as new business processes and scientific methodologies [1] .
The applications and services of the Internet of Everything (IoE) [2] can be the link between extremely complex Information and Communication Technology (ICT) network infrastructures and general activities of the whole society in general. These applications and services usually rely on the use of Cloud computing to achieve elasticity, on-demand self-service, resource pooling, among other Fog computing is an important paradigm to help address the requirements of the IoE that are not completely covered by the Cloud; nonetheless, the use of this technology creates new challenges. The Fog needs to support the orchestration of applications and services on demand, with adaptability, while providing flexible performance. In practice, traditional service orchestration approaches that were applied to Cloud services are not suitable for the large scale and dynamism of Fog services, since they can not effectively treat the prominent characteristics of the Fog's distributed infrastructure. It is crucial to clearly identify the challenges that differentiate the Fog from the Cloud, in order to create innovative orchestration solutions able to meet its required characteristics such as high mobility, high scalability, and performance in real-time. Some Fog orchestration architectures have already been proposed, but it is still not clear how well they meet the Fog's requirements.
This paper presents a review of the main Fog challenges that impair the migration of the orchestration mechanisms from the Cloud to the Fog. Furthermore, it shows a revision of different Fog service orchestration architectures (SORTS, SOAFI, ETSI IGS MEC, and CONCERT), in order to evaluate how these major challenges are being addressed.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the scope of the paper, the Internet of Everything, including the involved paradigms namely Internet of Things (IoT), Fog, and Cloud computing. Section 3 defines more thoroughly the Fog computing paradigm, what are the main differences between Cloud and Fog computing environments, to finish with some scenarios of applicability of Fog computing. Section 4 discusses some research challenges that a Fog Orchestrator must handle. Section 5 describes a set of Fog orchestration architectures, including how they deal with some of the previously identified Fog challenges. A comparative analysis of the reviewed architectures is presented in Section 6. Conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
The Internet of Everything
According to Byers and Wetterwald [5] , about 50 billion of devices will be connected to the Internet by 2020. One consequence of this trend is the production of an unprecedented volume of data in the most diverse segments. Such data can be used to provide new services for the improvement of various areas of the society (e.g. transport, health, economy). In this context, IoT, Fog, and Cloud computing paradigms of service provision stand out.
The term IoT [6] is widely used, although still a blurry one, to refer to a vision of a future Internet where any object can communicate with other devices using Internet communication protocols. The IoT paradigm has been defined as a technology to connect objects that surround us providing a reliable communication and making available the services provided by them. Additionally, the IoT brings ubiquity providing a new dimension to the ICT, known as "Any THING" communication involving interaction between computers, humans, and things to complement the previous "Any TIME" and "Any PLACE" communication paradigm presented in the ICT [7] . The IoT will ultimately comprise virtualized sensors, actuators, and platforms, which will result in a set of software "things" [8] .
The Fog paradigm envisions a set of micro-data centers, placed at the edge of the network, with the following characteristics [9] : location awareness, mobility support, realtime interactions, low latency, geographical distribution, heterogeneity, interoperability, security, and privacy.
Cloud computing [10, 11] is a well-known paradigm to providing basic computing assets as a service. Cloud Services Providers (CSPs) offer specialized servers in data centers with large storage area, high computing capacity, and a powerful network infrastructure. According to NIST [12] , CSPs must offer their customers the on-demand self-services, broad network services access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity and measured services.
Cisco Systems Inc. [13] describes IoE as a set of relationships derived from the connectivity between people, processes, data and things. According to Cisco, the IoE could generate $4.6 trillion in value for the global public sector in the next 15 years. In addition, there is an expectation of generating $14.4 trillion in the private sector over the same period. The IoE enables the emergence of new services based on the IoT, Fog, and Cloud computing paradigms to enhance the quality of life of citizens, creating a strong dependency on them [14] . The relation between these three main paradigms is depicted in Fig. 1 . At the bottom level is the IoT, where reside different resource constrained devices (e.g. sensors and actuators) gathering data. Next, to the IoT layer comes the Fog computing level, where the data is aggregated and preprocessed. Finally, at the upper layer is the Cloud computing where the data can be stored and analyzed.
Out of the three paradigms involved in the IoE (IoT, Fog, and Cloud), Fog computing is the most recent and least explored in the research field. To clarify the concept and the new demands it imposes, the following section offers a description of the Fog, where it can be applied, and its new challenges that differentiate it from the Cloud.
The Fog computing paradigm
The frontier between the Cloud and the end devices is known as the Fog. The Fog is an environment with a plethora of heterogeneous devices that work in a ubiquitous and decentralized manner, communicating and cooperating among themselves [15] . Thus, the Fog emerges as an extension of the Cloud paradigm escalating from the core of the network towards its edge; it is comprised of a heavily virtualized platform able to perform storage, processing, and networking activities between the Cloud servers and the end devices [16, 17] . The Fog comes to support novel applications and services that are not completely fit for the Cloud, granting them ubiquity, high resilience, low latency, decentralized management, and cooperation [18, 19] .
The OpenFog consortium [20] A Cloudlet is an autonomous Fog instance domain that can maintain relationships with other domains. Cloudlets are typically used to offload applications when devices are not capable of executing them, but without incurring in the costs (both of time and monetary) of using a more specialized data center in the Cloud [21, 22] .
The use of Cloudlets in the context of Fog environments has proven to provide several advantages in terms of response times and energy consumption, among other benefits [23] . Thus, most multi-layer architectures (that include Cloud and Fog) incorporate the concept of Cloudlets for the deployment of services and applications in order to improve response times, Quality of Service (QoS), and other factors.
The scenario at the edge of the Cloud is vastly different from the one at its core. Thus to fully understand their peculiarities, next subsection reviews the main aspects where Cloud and Fog diverge.
From Cloud to Fog computing
The Fog introduced a paradigm shift from the traditional concept where the core of the network is in charge of providing information that will be consumed at the edge of it. To address the challenges arising from Cloud to Fog computing, the latter has to fulfill the following key features [3, 15, 20, 24] :
• Heterogeneity and Interoperability, to deal with a broad diversity of physical and virtualized devices deployed in wide-ranging environments; • Edge location, location awareness, and low latency, to guarantee that the most time-sensitive data is processed closest to who is requesting it; • Wireless communication, to reach a variety of devices at the edge avoiding the installation of a fix communication network and contributing to reduce the amount of traffic in the core network; • Real-time support, to satisfy services and applications with time-sensitive requirements; • Mobility support, to allow continuity in the services provided to devices and final users.
In the Fog, final users (i.e. mobile devices and IoT sensors) generate ample quantities of data at the edge of the network making them producers and consumers at the same time. The treatment of this unprecedented quantity of data represents a challenge for traditional paradigms like Grid and Cloud computing; thus the Fog arises to overcome these limitations [3, 25] .
Although Cloud and Fog computing share overlapping features, the Fog becomes a non-trivial extension of the Cloud that must deal with characteristics inherent to its placement in the overall network infrastructure, such as location awareness, geographical distribution, low latency, real-time, and mobility support [17, [26] [27] [28] . Another significant difference regarding the Cloud is that the Fog encompasses a huge set of heterogeneous devices, mostly wirelessly connected, that are more constrained in terms of resources in comparison with the servers that reside in the Cloud [29] .
Fog computing provides to the Cloud an alternative to manipulate exabytes of data generated daily form the IoT [25] . With the ability to process the data near where it is generated and required, it is possible to tackle the challenges regarding data volume, interoperability, and time-sensitivity. By eliminating the round-trip time related to traveling to the Cloud and back, it is feasible to accelerate the awareness and response time of services and applications. Furthermore, by preventing the need to send the data to the Cloud, or at least by aggregating it first, capacity of the communication channel is saved by the reducing the amount of traffic in the core network.
The Fog and IoT paradigms are used together in different application scenarios, some of which are described in the next subsection.
Application scenarios
The combination of the Fog and IoT paradigms could be used in many scenarios to achieve and improve applications and services requirements. In this subsection some examples of the collaborative use of Fog and IoT are described within four specific areas: Automation, Healthcare, Smart Cities, and Infotainment.
Automation
One important scenario where the Fog could play a major role is related to Automation. These systems refer to the integration of cyber technologies that make devices Internet-enabled to implement services for different industrial tasks such as Internet-based diagnostics, maintenance, and efficient and cost-effective operation [30] .
So far the common user interaction involves a person behind the vast majority of the endpoints connected to the data network. With the advent of the IoT the landscape becomes different, with many sensors and actuators communicating with them as end users. Thus, it is necessary to adopt a system view instead of an individual view of the endpoints [26] .
Other constraints for this environment include data and service security since many decentralized endpoints could lead to security disruptions; scalability, dealing with naming and addressing a huge amount of devices, and also with the heterogeneity of a massive amount of services and execution options [31] . Furthermore, minimizing latency and timing jitter are other crucial factors for this type of scenario. Many critical automation systems such as in-flight control systems, medical applications, and internal vehicle networking require stable real-time behavior [5] .
Moreover, operators infrastructures can contain devices from multiple manufacturers communicating with different technologies, sometimes proprietary, creating additional problems regarding interoperability and service deployment that must rely on manual intervention by network managers [32] . This suggests the need of a management solution, possibly based on Software Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV) providing low-level abstractions that ease the configuration and administration tasks of the devices.
This clearly represents one scenario that benefits from the Fog characteristics; however, the Fog must have a management process able to communicate with such a heterogeneous environment with stringent requirements and provide it with the QoS needed to maintain these industrial systems running smoothly.
Healthcare
Another scenario of applicability of Fog computing is healthcare. Several wearable devices (e.g. Fitbit [33] ) and platforms (e.g. Google Fit SDK [34] and IoS health API [35] ) that let users collect and monitor their fitness and health data have been emerging in recent years. This growth has been promoted mainly by the advances in manufacturing technology and the emergence of interoperability standards (e.g. Bluetooth Low Energy -BLEand Radio-Frequency Identification -RFID-). However, it is necessary to integrate these devices and the data they collect into a new health model [36, 37] . Such a model should allow the integration of physicians, health professionals, clinics, and the patients. Through the integration and analysis of this data, it will be possible to obtain more accurate diagnoses and improve the effectiveness of the treatment of diseases.
In this context, the processing of data generated by wearable devices requires low latency among other requirements related to the speed of events, such as interoperability, scalability, and security. This is due to the fact that in an emergency situation, such as an epileptic seizure [38] , the processing and generation of alerts for the most diverse stakeholders (i.e. doctor, emergency unit, ambulance) must be the fastest in order to avoid undesirable situations (e.g. death or permanent sequelae). Fog computing brings processing to the edge of the network, significantly improving technical factors that allow shorter responses in emergency scenarios. Fog can also interface with other paradigms such as Cloud computing, allowing persistent data to be driven by the Clouds for permanent storage and performing tasks such as analytics.
Hosseine et al. [38] describe a layer-based framework for collecting, aggregating, and analyzing data for automatic and actual detection of epileptic seizures. In this solution, Fog computing is used as a middleware to perform realtime data processing, feature extraction and classification to feed machine learning and data caching mechanisms. A Fog-driven IoT interface, named as FIT is proposed in by Monteiro et al. [39] . The purpose of their solution is to enable the communication between IoT devices (e.g. smart watches) and the Cloud for the specific purpose of analyzing acoustic data to detect speech-language pathologists. To do this, Fog nodes are placed on the LAN-level in the network hierarchy. The Fog nodes are used to collect, store and process raw-data, before sending it to the Cloud for permanent storage.
Smart Cities
The Smart City paradigm emerged to describe the use of new technologies in everyday urban life, providing the management of its services (e.g. energy, transportation, lighting, public safety) using ICT. These technologies implement a logical/virtual infrastructure to control and orchestrate physical objects to accommodate the city services to the citizen needs [40] .
In the context of Smart Cities, mobility is a key requirement that should be explored allowing devices and services to capture information about the environment and act in real-time. For example, a mobility scenario should take into consideration vehicles and pedestrians into the city providing them relevant information and services according to their location.
In this urban mobility scenario, inside the Smart City paradigm, a Fog Orchestrator faces major challenges, for example, consider the complexity of the resource management related to a Cloud-based traffic sensing and travel planning service/application.
The Orchestrator must be able to maintain low latencies, high resilience, and trustworthiness according to the applications and users expectations, even in times when the infrastructure is stressed under heavy loads of traffic. The key issue here is that such loads are intrinsically specific to a particular application and cannot be reutilized from other scenarios or domains; thus further research in this direction to achieve the requirements mentioned above is required.
Infotainment
For applications with stringent latency requirements, the Fog offers an attractive alternative to the Cloud. Many applications, such as Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Roadside (V2R) communication, virtual reality applications, gaming applications, video streaming, financial trading applications among others, require very low latency levels (i.e. around tens of milliseconds) [18] , thus rendering the Cloud services insufficient. The term Infotainment refers to a combination of Information and Entertainment served together [41] , and is used in this subsection to group the applications mentioned above.
Infotainment applications are becoming more global every day with about 82% of the Internet traffic estimated for 2021 corresponding to video alone (both business and consumer), virtual and augmented reality traffic to increase 20-fold between 2016 and 2021, consumer Videoon-Demand (VoD) to be equivalent to 7.2 billion DVDs per month, and Internet gaming traffic to grow tenfold by 2021 (i.e. 4% of consumer Internet traffic) [25] . Furthermore, by 2021 the number of devices connected to IP networks will be more than three times the global population [25] . Many of these new connected devices will correspond to devices located at the IoT level.
With such an increment in the demand of traffic that additionally has rigorous demands regarding latency, the inclusion of Fog helps bringing the services closer to the users. To efficiently handle these services, new management functions at IoT and Fog level must be conceived to deal with the scenario requirements efficiently; for flexible connectivity in heterogeneous and highly mobile environments, with strong latency guarantees, network operators require innovative orchestration mechanisms that support dynamic multi-technology resource management [42] .
To properly achieve the application scenarios described above, it is important to thoroughly recognize the characteristics of the environment, and the challenges they impose. Orchestration and resource management in Fog environment have to deal with different requirements and objectives. A selection of the challenges that a Fog Orchestrator must overcome is presented in the following section.
Research challenges in Fog orchestration
Fog computing brings challenges at many different levels. Looking from a broader perspective, one of the first challenging issues is the modeling of the orchestration element that needs to be able to perform the deployment of the Cloudlets [43, 44] and handle tasks inside the environment.
The combination of IoT, Fog, and Cloud embraces a complex scenario where in some cases it is not suitable to migrate or apply well-known solutions or mechanisms from other domains or paradigms. This statement is already considered by important Cloud providers, such as Amazon and Microsoft who have released new services (i.e. AWS Greengrass [45] and Azureus IoT Edge [46] respectively) focused on addressing the new requirements at the edge of the Cloud. Some aspects to take into consideration are:
• Resource Management, which requires the design and development of mechanisms that handle tasks such as Scheduling, Path Computation, Discovery and Allocation, and Interoperability; • Performance that deals with Latency, Resilience, and Prediction and Optimization from the gauges, mechanisms, and algorithms point of view; • Security Management that must include mechanisms and policies to cope with Security and Privacy and Authentication, Access, and Account.
Each task represents a challenge to be addressed by the Fog Orchestrator. These tasks are described in the following subsections.
Scheduling
Scheduling is one of the main tasks of an Orchestrator. In Fog environments, it is necessary to consider how to exploit the collaboration between nodes to offload applications efficiently. In general, the processing nodes should be managed by a resource broker in the Orchestrator to perform a smart scheduling of the resource taking into consideration the applications' workflows [47] .
Capacity planning and Cloudlets positioning models can be derived from the cellular phone antenna placement problem. The additional challenge is to extend those models to look beyond the maximum number of users expected but also understanding applications behavior and load patterns. An ideal capacity planning would be able to avoid applications that require low delays to be offloaded to the Cloud, which can hinder applications functioning. On the other hand, it would also minimize Cloudlets size to avoid underutilization and reduce operating expenses.
As soon as Cloudlets are deployed, they bring many new interesting challenges to scheduling. Among those, we consider application classification and user mobility as two key aspects to be associated with scheduling in providing efficient resource management for the Fogs and their users.
Application classification must provide the scheduler with information about application requirements, which will allow the scheduler to prioritize the Cloudlet use and optimize other (potentially conflicting) objectives (e.g. reduce network usage, reduce Cloud costs). By making use of such information, a Fog scheduler can decide which application(s) should run in the Cloudlet and which should run in the Cloud. Moreover, application classes could also allow a system-level scheduler to prioritize applications within a Cloudlet, allowing smaller granularity control over the delays observed by applications at each class.
User mobility is another challenging issue, as it can determine the amount of load in Cloudlets over time. Users data and processing are widely used to support mobile applications in smart devices. Thus, understanding user behavior and mobility patterns can improve resource management by better planning the scheduling of the application beforehand. This planning is of paramount importance to avoid application delays perceived by the users during mobility. For example, when two applications with different requirements are to be scheduled to the same Cloudlet, if a predictive mechanism can accurately determine when the less QoS-strict application can be migrated to the Cloud, the other application can experience lower delays since its arrival to the Cloudlet. Note that this planning can also involve data movement, depending on the application being migrated. In this case, planning should also consider the time taken to move data between parts (i.e. Cloudlets or Cloudlets-Cloud).
Although mobility can be reasonably predicted in general [48] , prediction misses will eventually occur from lack of information or user unpredictable behavior. Prediction misses can incur in additional computing and networking costs: the same data/application movement will be needed to contour the incorrect prediction results. Scheduling strategies to deal with mobility prediction failure are also an interesting problem to be studied in the Fog computing context.
Scheduling in Fog computing environments should prioritize several factors. Three of them stand out: i) the diversity of workloads submitted, ii) the high degree of heterogeneity of the resources present in Cloudlets, and iii) a new class of mobility applications [49, 50] . Even though some solutions at Cloud level, such as Kubernetes [51] , provide mechanisms for deployment, maintenance, and scaling application across multiples hosts; these should be rethought to achieve Fog requirements efficiently. In Cloud environments, application scheduling used to follow a centralized approach taking advantage of the global knowledge of the relatively small quantity of homogeneous data centers. Nonetheless, in the heavily distributed scenario of Fog where there is a large number of heterogeneous micro-data centers potentially located over large geographical areas, the legacy scheduling approaches are not suitable considering that it is necessary to achieve latency requirements.
Thus, new approaches to prediction and scheduling execution based on hybrid mechanisms are necessary to guarantee low latency and service-continuity during users' mobility. Local scheduling at Fog level following a choreography approach in combination with optimization mechanisms at the upper levels (i.e. Cloud level) to take advantage of a global view of all infrastructure, can be the next step to efficiently exploit the collaboration between all the nodes in a Cloud/Fog scenario and fulfill an end-to-end application awareness scheduling.
Path computation
Path computation is playing a key role on the Internet and has evolved to support new types of applications and services, as well as network structures. These demands tend to be heterogeneous since there is an increasing number of users accessing the Internet. In addition, path computation must consider the characteristics of entities connected to the Internet, new services and applications provided over the Internet, and communication platforms such as wireless technologies and Cloud/Fog systems.
The main objectives of path computation are: (1) maintaining end-to-end connectivity, how to find the best way of reaching a destination which is not directly connected to the source?; (2) adapting to dynamic topologies, how can the best new path be found?; (3) Maximizing network and application traffic performance, how can users be provided with a high level of QoS at the lowest possible cost, while providers obtain the highest profits possible with the lowest investment?; and (4) providing network resilience, how does the routing protocol behave when failures occur and what is its impact on traffic performance?
Path computation in Cloud, Fog and IoE environments plays a crucial role, since it goes beyond packet and flow based decisions, and involves supporting dynamic services. In particular, routing can provide information to support functions such as service placement by Orchestrator. This is especially important within the Fog computing paradigm where the aim is to ensure these services can be accessed with the lowest latency possible (see SubSection 4.5) as well as to reduce energy consumption [15, 52] .
One key aspect of path computation in multi-hop wireless networks concerns the best way to characterize the links in the network. Although this was already a problem in wired networks, it has become of critical importance in wireless environments owing to the rapidly changing characteristics of the medium and topologies in IoT/IoE environments, the existence of multiple channels, and inter-flow interference. In view of this, it is critical to select metrics that, in addition to traffic load levels, depict the characteristics of the links and paths in the network [53] [54] [55] .
Connectivity and routing in Fog is a challenge given the heterogeneous nature of its mostly wireless links, in comparison with other distributed systems such as the Cloud. Just take into consideration that it is necessary to maintain the connectivity between the services and devices deployed in an IoT large-scale scenario. Nevertheless, these challenges also provide new opportunities for cost-reduction and enlarging the network connectivity scope. For example, a multi-hop wireless network could be partitioned into different clusters due to the coverage of available resources in Fog nodes (i.e. Cloudlets, sink nodes, smartphones) to enhance the support of the services in the IoE. In this kind of scenarios, the SDN and virtualization approaches could be used to instantiate particular devices in real-time, and adapting routes to changing conditions.
Discovery and allocation
One important issue that must be addressed in a scenario as the one described so far is related to the discovery of the physical and virtual devices in the Fog, as well as the resources associated with them. The resource discovery is a process where different computational capacities (e.g. CPU memory, storage) can be reported to the management unit so it can account for the resources available in the overall system [56] . This process also refers to the associations of devices grouped, known as Cloudlets, that embody the Fog.
For the discovery process, a device could advertise its available capacities, or it could be sensed by the management entity. However, it is worth noticing that in a highly dynamic scenario (unlike the Cloud), this information might vary rapidly [57] . Thus, the time frame on which the information must be updated becomes a critical factor to guarantee the accuracy of the information reported.
The management entity in charge of the Fog is therefore responsible for the accounting of the resources available in the Fog, and then selecting the one that best fit for the service's requirements [58] . As for Cloud computing, at the Fog level the goal usually is to maximize the utilization of resources while the idle periods are minimized [59] . Nevertheless, according to the needs and the nature of the environment (e.g. high mobility), different policies can be used for the allocation process. Some examples are [49] : (1) Concurrent, requests are allocated to the receiving Cloudlet, regardless of usage or capacity; (2) First come first served, requests are served according to their arrival time; and (3) Delay-priority, applications requiring lower latency are prioritized.
Another thing to consider is the tradeoff between different (sometimes competing) optimization parameters. For instance, it could be required to minimize the energy consumption while also minimizing the latency [60] . These represent a multi-objective optimization problem that renders the allocation process into a non-trivial problem.
The management entity, using the data from the discovery process, should apply the preferred policy in order to achieve the applications' requirements. Both the discovery and allocation processes represent two challenges that must be addressed by an Orchestrator.
Interoperability
In a macro view, interoperability [61] is the ability that distributed system elements have to interact with each other [62] . Several factors influence the interoperability of a system, such as the heterogeneity of the elements present in it. Thus, in Fog computing environments where the set of Cloudlets have a high degree of heterogeneity, there are several challenges to maintain the interoperability between its elements [20] .
Considering the similarities between Cloud and Fog paradigms, it is possible to derive the problem and the solutions to maintain the interoperability found in the Inter-Clouds for Fog environments. It is feasible to group the solutions to keep interoperability into: translators, standard interfaces and ontologies. Translators, or brokers [63] , concentrate the communication protocols supported by the Orchestrator to perform the communication between the involved parties. It is a solution widely used by Inter-Clouds to achieve interoperability between Cloud providers. However, it may not be applicable by the Orchestrator when considering the low latency requirements of applications and services. The insertion of a new translation layer may increase the overhead to the process. Standard interfaces provide a straightforward and standardized way of communicating between elements of a distributed system. In addition, standardized interfaces [20] make the process of insertion and diffusion of new functionalities more controlled and homogeneous, since in most cases there are working groups or consortiums involved in the development of the interface.
On the other hand, heterogeneity causes certain interfaces to be accepted only by portions of the Cloudlets, also the problem of the egg-and-chicken may appear when considering new interfaces. The variability of standard interfaces can lead to the need for brokers, which may refer to problems arising from their use (e.g. overhead). Ontologies [64] [65] [66] [67] are a representation of knowledge (e.g. W3C Semantic Web standard web ontology language [68] ). They "hide" the technologies used by delegating the implementation to local contexts of Cloudlets. Implementing and maintaining an ontology increases the complexity of the Orchestrator, creating problems similar to those generated by brokers.
Providing interoperability is a problem inherent to distributed environments. Associations of multiple Clouds, as well as other distributed systems, have already faced this challenge and it is no different in the Fog. However, since the Fog intends to address the applications that have latency constraints and mobility support as main properties, the approach considered for interoperability is an open challenge that must be addressed [15, 20] . The choice of a broker can serve interoperability but can insert an overhead that can lead to denial of applications with a certain latency requirement [69] . Added to this, the diversity of Cloudlets can lead to the maturity of several protocols by the broker. Already adopting standard interfaces can decrease the amount of Cloudlets available in the environment which can compromise the amount of applications that can be executed.
Latency
One of the characteristics of Fog environments is that they provide low levels of latency [15, 70] . This allows the deployment of a different kind of services with realtime and low latency restrictions that are not necessarily fit for the Cloud; but also requires a new set of mechanisms that guarantee that these low latency levels are met.
Smart routing and forwarding mechanisms should be designed, aiming at faster response time. A multipath approach [71] could be employed to achieve this goal, especially when dealing with huge bulks of data; however, for small but critical tasks, the use of redundant packets has proven to be efficient [72, 73] .
Another possibility is designing intelligent service placement mechanisms [74, 75] for the Orchestrator. It is also important to take into consideration the mobile nature of the devices (e.g. sensors in cars), for which location awareness [76] and dynamism support [77, 78] must also be included.
Given that the tendency is shifting time-constrained services and applications towards the edge of the Cloud into the Fog, it is imperative to guarantee that the time restrictions are met [79] . The service orchestrator must incorporate novel mechanisms, different from those already available for other distributed systems such as Cloud, that are sensitive to time constraints, and that support other features such as mobility, dynamism, and geodistribution [17] .
Another issue to take in consideration is the more limited resources regarding the bandwidth of the links in comparison with Cloud systems, given their wireless nature and narrower capacity [80] .
Resilience
In the complex and diverse environment where the IoE acts, a seamless interaction between all the actors that build the IoE paradigm, from the physical (e.g. sensors, actuator, smart objects) to the logical perspective (e.g. service, applications, protocols), is a critical aspect. Even more, in this kind of scenarios, the availability of the physical and logical devices and their services represent a key requirement, given that some critical applications such as assisted driving, augmented maps, and health monitoring require continuous availability while providing real-time feedback to users.
An improved connectivity between Cloud [81] services and devices in the IoT [82] is necessary to support the emerging applications enabled by the IoT Cloudification. To deal with disruptions in the IoE, it is required to have mechanisms that enhance its resilience both at infrastructure and service levels. Sterbenz et al. [83] defined resilience as the ability of the network to provide and maintain an acceptable level of service in the face of various faults and challenges to normal operation. Considering that the IoE includes components from the IoT to the Fog and the Cloud, the main resilience challenges emerge from the objects and communication point of view.
To increase the resilience of smart objects that enable the interaction with the physical world, replication and backup schemes must be implemented; however, how is it possible to adopt aforementioned schemes efficiently? One traditional approach is using a primary and backup model, where devices and services are duplicated for robustness purposes. This would not be adequate considering that this strategy could waste valuable resources in the already constrained Fog nodes in case no failure occurs. In this context, virtualization mechanisms have proven to be useful from the cost and operational perspectives. Emerging virtualization paradigms like Containers [84] and NFV [85] allow the improvement of the performance and availability of service and device components. Once mapped as a logical item, physical objects can be handled like any other piece of software, granting the possibility to apply migration, instantiation, and other well-known techniques over them. Thus, a failure concerning a service or device can be recovered by migrating or instantiating a logical object over a different physical device.
From the communication point of view, the traditional approach of distributed systems relies in trying to hide the distributed nature of the system to offer a perspective of a single machine. In Cloud environments, this "hiding" approach remains for the network layout considering that Cloud services just expose high-level information about their setup and distribution. On the other hand, in Fog scenarios it is essential to know about the network topology to take advantage of the geographical distribution which requires a more fine-grained topology abstraction. Thus, it is necessary to have an efficient and flexible way to control the route of the data and the topology of the communication infrastructure in the IoE.
Regarding the resilience at the communication infrastructure level, an approach in two phases could be applied using a detailed fine-grained topology abstraction at Cloud and Fog levels. In a first step, an offline mechanism to find disjoint paths between the components of the IoE could be executed to obtain backup paths that can be switched in case of failures. In a second stage, the detection of a failure and the migration of the data flows will be performed inline. To achieve this last task, the use of pathsplitting and multipath routing strategies appears to be a feasible solution [86] .
To guarantee a smooth work of the proposals mentioned above from the resilience perspective, an Orchestrator should be in charge of intelligent migration and instantiation of resources and services providing a global view of the status of the IoE. Furthermore, the interaction between federative Clouds and services represents an additional challenge, since the Orchestrator has to unify politics from different administrative entities smoothly.
Prediction and optimization
A proper management of resources and services in an IoE environment, where these are geographically distributed generating multi-dimensional data in enormous quantities, is only possible if the orchestration process takes into consideration prediction and optimization mechanisms of all overlapping and interconnected layers in the IoE [63] . Thus it is necessary that the Orchestrator has a global view of all the resources and services, from the edge of the infrastructure to the computation and storage place on the Cloud.
Although a global view of the infrastructure helps in the management process, an efficient orchestration at the Fog level remains a challenge. The service oriented computing model applied in Cloud environments is based on hiding implementations and runtime details to services and applications to ease its deployment. In the case of the Fog paradigm, geo-distribution, physical location, and the type of node/device actually matters. Thus, it is necessary to find a middle ground that exposes enough details about the distribution and physical location of the edge devices to take advantage of prediction and optimization.
To achieve successful results in prediction mechanisms, it is necessary to collect an enormous amount of resources' , services' , and users' data to feed the proper algorithms. Here, data analytics plays a vital role to extract useful information from the data gathered and perform prediction and optimization tasks. Taleb et al. [87] introduced the term Follow Me Cloud (FMC) to denote a framework that enables mobile Cloud services to follow their respective mobile users during their journeys by migrating all or portion of the services to optimal computational centers ensuring the best Quality of Experience (QoE). This new paradigm brings a huge challenge for the orchestration and management of resource in Cloud and Fog environments considering that in many cases prediction mechanisms should be used in order to guarantee the proper QoE.
Some efforts have been performed in prediction. Nadembega et al. [88] present a mobility-based service migration prediction for Cloud and Fog environments to ensure QoE to users while avoiding signaling messages and reducing the amount of data transferred between data centers and Cloudlets. The prediction mechanisms used in this research used three schemes: (1) a data transfer throughput estimation scheme that aims to estimate in advance the time required for data to travel from the computational nodes to users; (2) a service area handoff time estimation scheme to estimate that a user will remain inside a specific coverage area; (3) a service migration management scheme to split the requested service into offloading portion.
Patel et al. [89] measured the performance impact of prediction during live virtual machine migration using machine learning algorithms. Specifically, a time series prediction using historical analysis of past data relating dirty memory pages was performed using two prediction models; the first one using an autoregressive integrated moving average model, and the second one based on a learning model using the support vector regression technique.
For the researchers above, the prediction impact in the overall performance was remarkable; however, to achieve these results the datasets used for the machine learning algorithms played a key role pointing out the importance of their significance for prediction mechanisms. Thus prediction is still an open issue in the context of orchestration and resource management into Cloud and Fog environments.
The planning and continuous optimization of resource management such as the placement of virtual services and other components on physical resources have an enormous impact on the effectiveness and performance of Cloud and Fog solutions. To address these issues, an analytical framework able to provide a mathematical foundation for optimizing or finding a trade-off between the (possibly conflicting) objectives involved in the optimization problems, that the Cloud and Fog Orchestrator have solved, will be useful [90] .
A valuable analytical framework for orchestration optimization could be based on queuing theory [91] . In this context, computational tasks can be modeled as clients, and resources can be modeled as queueing nodes. Clients move across the network of queues following a routing policy and are serviced by each node according to some scheduling policy decided by the Orchestrator. Thus, different performance metrics can be evaluated. For example, the service latency can be measured as the total time the corresponding to the movement of the client from the source node to the destination node, and resource utilization could be mapped to the usage of corresponding nodes.
The use of offline techniques and frameworks like the ones explained before should be combined with monitoring and inline optimization mechanisms that enable flexibility and self-configuration in order to guarantee users' QoS. These challenges from the orchestration point of view on Fog environments remain open for deeper research and contributions.
Security and privacy
Many benefits may arise from the decentralization of Cloud-based solutions through the distribution of computation, storage and communication responsibilities towards nodes closer to data sources.
From the point of view of security and privacy, there are mixed effects that must be taken into account. In the positive side, decentralization usually improves resilience, by simply removing central points of failure or compromise. Intermediate nodes have a better opportunity to detect and mitigate threats, filter malicious traffic and perform other security checkpoint activities. Distributed storage may also reduce the volume of a potential data breach or impact of government surveillance efforts, with clear improvements in privacy.
It is important to point out that the aforementioned benefits do not come without more complex deployment, policy, control and coordination requirements. The added complexity can reduce the overall security and privacy guarantees, as more components come under the influence of an attacker. Immediate and major challenges arising from decentralization are distributed infrastructure protection, identity lifecycle and cryptographic key management (i.e. secure generation, distribution, exchange, storage, use, and replacement of credentials and keys). These are rather classical problems, but they receive new undertones which may allow interesting trade-offs and novel solutions in the context of Fog computing.
Infrastructure protection includes many different types of threats, ranging from network security solutions to malware detection and elimination. When interest is restricted to applications of cryptography, secure routing protocols become of particular interest, since route manipulation is a relatively simple attack vector for performing denial of service attacks or simply deviating sensitive traffic towards nodes under control of an attacker [92] . There are several proposals available in the research literature for securing routing protocols [93] , but surprisingly they have not been adopted or even considered for standardization.
The Fog computing model presents another opportunity for improving this situation, due to higher computing and storage resources typically available in routers and other pieces of modern network infrastructure. Additional challenges in the infrastructure protection space are to coordinate distributed detection of malicious code and traffic, potentially involving different service providers and manufacturers of infrastructure equipment [94, 95] . The fierce competition in these markets introduces additional privacy requirements, where threats must be detected in a privacy-preserving way without disclosing critical information.
Security mechanisms are not restricted to the basic networking level and can also be important at much higher abstractions, for example at the service provisioning level. As services become more distributed, information such as service type and interface, device hostname and ownership may be considered sensitive and require protection. Significant attention has been dedicated to the design of protocols for private (as in privacy-preserving) service discovery over the network [96] . Unfortunately, many of these protocols were proposed very recently and have not been thoroughly analyzed regarding security, performance or ease of deployment, what amounts to an interesting research challenge. These are important aspects that must be considered by a Fog Service Orchestrator.
In the scope of privacy, there are other relevant research goals beyond the service provisioning level. The Fog computing model transfers many Cloud-based functionalities to the infrastructure, such as data aggregation. In such a task, near-user edge devices combine partial observations about monitored metrics or characteristics to provide a complete view to the upper layers in the hierarchy, preferably by preserving the privacy of the lower-level users. It turns out that privacy-by-design mechanisms offer interesting solutions to this problem that can be efficiently implemented at these points using differential privacy techniques [97] .
Despite the fact that solutions for security and privacy issues are well-studied in Cloud environments, not all of them are suitable for the Fog due to their different characteristics as well as the vast scale of devices at the edge of the network. From the privacy perspective, the main challenge lays into how to preserve the end user privacy since the Fog nodes are deployed near them collecting sensitive data concerning to identity and usage patterns. Regarding security, a significant challenge is how to deal with the massively distributed approach of the Fog to guarantee the proper authentication mechanisms and avoid massive distributed attacks. Thus, it is necessary to outline future research directions to cope with the challenges discussed in this subsection.
Authentication, access, and account
To perform activities related to application life cycle management (i.e. deployment, migration, application of policies) the Orchestrator interacts with the Cloudlets in the environment. However, due to the degree of heterogeneity of the Cloudlets in relation to the security aspects, new challenges arise when carrying out this interaction [98] . The interaction between the Orchestrator and each Cloudlet follows the steps described in the well-known Authentication, Access, and Account (AAA) framework. Authentication makes it possible to identify the Orchestrator in the Cloudlet by querying its credentials. Allocation allows the Orchestrator to perform a set of actions (e.g. access to selected resources and execution commands) after it is authenticated. Finally, the account records the amount and time of use of the resources by the Orchestrator.
Regarding Authentication, the Orchestrator must provide the means to handle the most diverse Cloudlet authentication approaches and protocols. Two challenges are inherent in this action, manage the authentications and the passage of credentials by the Orchestrator to Cloudlets over a network. Stojmenovic et al. [99] also emphasize the need for the Orchestrator to prevent malicious attacks that act on the authentication process, such as the Man-in-the-Middle attack [100] . The use of a cryptographic key distribution infrastructure [101, 102] can improve the authentication process in terms of security and control.
The Fog environment is oriented to low latency, which may lead to the use of symmetric keys because of its low complexity in relation to the asymmetric keys in the implementation of the key infrastructure for authentication. Nevertheless, this choice brings with it one of the main problems in using symmetric keys: the possibility of compromising the whole environment if a key is compromised (e.g. stealing). As mentioned by Dastjerdi et al. [101] , another approach that can be used to "hide" credentials is Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) [103] . However, factors such as complexity and speed decrease also arise when using this approach. In addition to these solutions, it is possible to delegate the authentication and authorization process to Internal or External Identity Providers (IdP) [104] . IdPs are prepared to use standard protocols for these purposes (e.g. X.509 [105] and Security Assertion Markup Language [106]). In contrast, while addressing the heterogeneity problem, the insertion of a new layer in the process may increase the cost of the Orchestrator to perform authentication and authorization.
To use the resources and perform actions in the Cloudlets, it is necessary that the Orchestrator is authorized to do so. The set of actions and resources available to the Orchestrator is determined and disseminated by the Cloudlets. Consequently, it is required to design and develop mechanisms to ensure that this information matches the current state of the Cloudlets and that the information collected reflects the set of actions and resources to which the Orchestrator has access. This disclosure feeds a catalog that the Orchestrator uses to manage the applications. The discrepancy in the information can lead to the commitment of the orchestration plan consuming more time in an application deployment or migration. The role of the accounting process in this context is to help feed the catalog, accounting for the resources used and the resources that will be released after the migration or termination of an application.
Note that due to the dynamicity of the Fog environment, considering the Cloudlet and applications lifecycle, AAArelated processes can be executed several times in a short space of time which can cause overhead. Additionally, the diversity of Cloudlets can expose the environment to malicious attacks, compromising the orchestration. Thus, it is necessary to consider this factor and the consequent impacts on the orchestration of each approach employed for AAA.
The Fog requires a well-constructed Orchestrator able to deal with the full management function for this complex environment, and properly handle all the challenges previously described. Several efforts have been carried out towards this direction, and some of them are outlined below.
Fog orchestrator architectures
The OpenFog Reference Architecture (OpenFog RA) was designed by the OpenFog Consortium as a guide to help in the design and maintenance of hardware, software, and system elements that are needed for Fog computing environments [20] . The architecture is structured by a set of pillars, which represent key attributes needed to provide distribution of computing, storage, control, and networking functions in the vicinity of the data source (i.e. users, things). These pillars are:
• Security, which ensures that the deployment will offer a secure end-to-end environment; • Scalability, which allows adaptation to workloads, system costs, performance, and other needs; • Openness, which permits Fog nodes to exist anywhere, be pooled by discovery, and be dynamically created; • Autonomy, which enables Fog nodes to continue functioning and delivering services in case of an external failure; • Programmability, which provides highly adaptive deployments, like retasking a Fog node for accommodating operational dynamics automatically; • Reliability, Availability, and Serviceability, which guarantees the delivery of expected functionality under normal and adverse operating conditions; • Agility, which focuses on the transformation of massive amounts of data into manageable formats, and also deals with the highly dynamic nature of the Fog handling sudden changes;
• Hierarchy, which helps standardizing the organization of multiple Fog islands in a single or federated system.
The OpenFog RA provides guidelines for the features a proper Fog system should offer; however, it does not include instructions about the management or orchestration of the scenario and the actors playing key roles in it (e.g. devices, services, and applications).
The main focus of this research is on orchestration; thus all the architectures evaluated in this section specifically describe how to deal with orchestration functions in Fog environments. Given that the Fog paradigm is relatively recent, not much research is available on the topic of Fog service orchestration. In certain stages of new technologies, there is a moment where the concepts are diffuse and can be applied or restricted to more situations. In the case of Fog computing, there are divergences on the definition when considering other technologies with similar purposes.
For example, some authors describe Fog and Edge computing as distinct technologies [107, 108] , while other authors interpret both as synonymous when considering Fog as a paradigm of computation [109, 110] . It is also possible to assume Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) [111] as an interpretation Fog environment but with a specific niche [16] : mobility. In MEC, Cloudlets are mobile devices that interact directly with an IoT or cellular layer. Such Cloudlets are orchestrated centrally in an upper layer (Cloud). Following this idea, this section presents some Fog-based architectures and some MEC-based architectures, to later on analyze them.
For the selection of the architectures to analyze, we reviewed existing Fog computing orchestration literature published between January 2008 and September 2017. The publications were located using keyword search on Google Scholar and other academic databases, such as ScienceDirect, Springer, IEEE Xplore, and ACM digital Library. The keywords we used included "Fog computing orchestration", "Cloud computing orchestration", "Edge computing orchestration", and "Mobile Edge computing orchestration".
The search performed left us around seventy-five papers published in the context of Cloud/Fog orchestration. From this subset, approximately twenty researches proposed Fog-enabled architectures regarding orchestration but just half of them (i.e. ten works) described in detail the modules inside the architecture and their roles. These works were published after 2014, confirming the novelty of the topic.
Finally, among the few works we were able to find regarding Fog orchestration or other environments that could be extrapolated (i.e. ten works), this section describes a subset including the ones with higher citation number (which reflects the impact that the publications generated in the scientific community), and more recent publication date (which covers the most contemporary research in Fog Orchestrators). Additionally, the works that did not address in enough detail at least half (five out of nine) of the research challenges identified in Section 4 were not included in this study because we considered they do not fulfill the minimum requirements of an endto-end orchestration approach, or did not provide enough details on how to handle them, thus it could lead to an unbalanced analysis.
The four Fog service orchestration architectures selected to be discussed on this section are: SORTS, SOAFI, ETSI IGS MEC, and CONCERT; which cover at least half of the identified research challenges with enough detail so that they can be objectively compared.
SORTS
Velasquez et al. [112] proposed a hybrid approach for service orchestration in the Fog, framed in the SORTS (Supporting the Orchestration of Resilient and Trustworthy Fog Services) project [113] . The infrastructure is divided by levels that are managed using both choreography and orchestration, according to the needs of the different levels. The architecture allows the use of different Orchestrator instances, corresponding to the optimization goals of various scenarios.
Logical network infrastructure
The SORTS infrastructure is divided into three levels, shown in Fig. 2 from bottom to top: (1) the IoT, (2) the Fog, and (3) the Cloud. The IoT level is composed of Virtual Clusters that represent a group of terminal communication devices (e.g. smartphones, vehicles); these devices can communicate with each other inside their Virtual Cluster or with neighboring Virtual Clusters, allowing mobility of the devices. At this level, a choreography approach is used, meaning that the devices cooperate among each other for managing purposes. This allows quicker response times in case of changes in the topology (e.g. shift from one Virtual Cluster to the next) thus increasing the resilience of the system.
The Fog level is divided into the South-Bound and the North-Bound regions. The South-Bound region, closer to the IoT, is composed of Fog computing devices, able to perform migration of services (code offloading); Fog communication devices, able to establish connections between the different levels of the infrastructure; and Fog storage devices, able to perform caching functions for the IoT users. These activities are controlled using choreography mechanisms.
The orchestration is used at the North-Bound region of the Fog level and the Cloud level (top level of the infrastructure). Fog/Cloud gateways and links are used to connect the Fog (North-Bound region) and Cloud levels. The Cloud level enables the use of a massive amount of resources for demanding storage and processing tasks. The hybrid approach (i.e. choreography plus orchestration) facilitates the achievement of a higher independence for the lower levels, granting them more dynamism and quicker response time in case of failures; at the same time, at the upper levels permits maintaining a global view that allows the implementation of optimization tasks involving the overall system.
SORTS orchestrator architecture
The architecture presented in Fig. 3 was designed to manage the resources and communication in the scenario previouly described. Overlapped instances of the architecture are to be replicated at different Fog Instances and Virtual Clusters allowing the use of the distributed choreography mechanisms; and also at the Cloud level, where a single instance is deployed for global orchestration.
The Orchestrator is composed of different modules. The Communication Manager handles the communication among the different Orchestrator instances; the The Status Monitor oversees the activities in the system; the Planner Mechanisms schedule the processes in the system and the location where they will be placed; and the Optimization Mechanisms which are meant to be applied at the upper levels, are used to improve the performance of the system.
SOAFI
The Service Orchestrator Architecture for Fog-enable Infrastructure (SOAFI) is a reference architecture proposed by Brito et al. [98] . The development of this architecture was performed to demonstrate the importance of the Orchestrator in a Fog environment. In addition, the work is focused in the portability of concepts from other environments into building an Orchestrator in the context of Fog, such as the use of precepts of the TOSCA [114] and ETSI NFV MANO [115] .
This architecture (see Fig. 4 ) consists of two main elements organized on a client-server model: Fog Orchestrator and Fog Orchestration Agent.
Fog orchestrator
The Fog Orchestrator (FO) is a centralized entity that organizes the Fog nodes into logical groups called Logical Infrastructure. Through this grouping, it is possible to create the hierarchy of capacity and objectives within the framework. The responsibilities of the FO are divided into Infrastructure Management, Orchestration itself, Security, and Monitoring.
• Infrastructure Manager, handles all resources present in the Fog, maintaining the tasks of discovery, allocation, and catalog of resources. Such information generated by infrastructure management components is used by the Orchestrator to perform its activities; • Orchestrator, carries out the composition of resources to offer new services. After receiving a template with information about the characteristics of the service, the Orchestrator requests information from the Infrastructure Manager to create and execute an orchestration plan. Another component that the Orchestrator relates to is the Monitoring, from which obtains information to support its operations. The process can be performed manually, through an external request. It can also be performed automatically, responding to an internal request; • Security, provides data security mechanisms. In addition, it performs authentication management activities that are required in a heterogeneous and dynamic environment such as the Fog; • Monitoring, interacts with the Cloudlets to obtain data about the system and create a global view of all Cloudlets.
Fog orchestration agent
Within SOAFI, each Cloudlet has a Fog Orchestration Agent (FOA) installed which is an interface with the Fog Orchestrator. The authors of the architecture describe that in addition to interfacing with the FO, the FOA has a set of responsibilities, such as:
• Allocation, manages resources present in the Cloudlet. The management activities are conditioned to the degree of authorization that FOA has in relation to the resources of interest; • Discovery, detects the connection and disconnection of resources in a Cloudlet. Another related activity is the announcement that each Cloudlet makes regarding its presence to the rest of the Cloudlets present in the environment. This publication allows the FO to discover new Cloudlets;
• Optimization, locally manages the running services and enables the creation of a set of policies for the execution of virtualized environments; • Interoperability, maintains the Machine to Machine (M2M) interoperability through a standardized communication way that considers different communication protocols. It also provides support for various virtualization approaches (e.g. Containers and VMs).
According to Section 3, Cloudlets are autonomous entities. Because of this behavior, Cloudlets may never communicate with the FO. This absence of communication can be derived from the absence of the FO in the environment or due to other reasons such as the impossibility of communication as results of problems in the network. In this situation, the architecture allows the FOA to temporarily become a FO, as long as it has the conditions to support all Fog Orchestrator responsibilities. With this, the FOA can temporarily perform the orchestration of its services in the Cloudlets.
ETSI IGS MEC
This subsection presents the reference architecture for Mobile Edge Computing ETSI GS MEC [116] described by the ETSI Industry Specification Group. In the reference architecture, the Cloudlets are the Mobile Edge Hosts (ME Hosts). The ME Hosts contain the resources (i.e. compute, storage and network) and available components within the architecture. In addition to the ME Hosts, the architecture contemplates more modules (see Fig. 5 ). Among them is the Orchestrator that is the component with the main function within the architecture.
Mobile edge orchestrator
The Mobile Edge Orchestrator (MEO) performs the planning, deploying and managing of the application's lifecycle. To achieve this, it communicates with other components of the architecture to obtain the state of the resources (available and used), the executing applications and the current capacity. These communications are described in the reference architecture by points of interaction that are channels of communication between components present in the architecture (see Fig. 5 ):
• Mm1, receives requests to start and/or terminate applications in the environment; • Mm3, allows obtaining information about the state of the applications. It also enables the Orchestrator to maintain up-to-date service information and manage application-related policies; • Mm4, maintains resource management and application deployment images by the respective ME Hosts. The information obtained in these interactions will help the Orchestrator to build a catalog of the resources; • Mm9, handles the requests to migrate an application.
This migration may be internal to the MEC domain, or external to another domain.
The architecture describes the need for the presence of several points discussed in Section 4 (i.e. Scheduling, Discovery, Allocation, Optimization, Authentication, Access, and Account). However, as it is a reference architecture, how these points will be implemented depends on the technology used and the needs of the niche to which the architecture will be applied. It is important to say that the 
CONCERT
CONCERT is a Cloud-based architecture for nextgeneration cellular systems proposed using two prominent approaches, decoupling the control and data plane and deploying services closer to users (at the edge of the network). In CONCERT, the data plane deals with different physical resources which are coordinated/orchestrated at the control plane to expose them as virtual resources to services and applications placed according to final users requirements. Thus, Liu et al. [91] proposed a converged edge infrastructure for cellular network communication and mobile edge computing services.
The CONCERT architecture is depicted in Fig. 6 . From the bottom to the top the data plane encompasses different physical resources which are managed in an upper and decoupled control plane by the Conductor entity. The Conductor orchestrates and virtualizes all the data plane resources. On the top of the architecture, software-defined services are deployed using virtual resources.
The CONCERT data plane includes Radio Interfacing Equipments (RIEs), software-defined switches and computational resources. The RIEs deal with the signaling process between radio and digital domains besides taking care of radio resource slicing functions. These system's components provide the last-hop communication to final users. Conjointly with the base stations, it is possible to provide local servers at the edge of the network (Fog) to minimize the latency of applications and provide ubiquity to final users.
The software-defined switches interconnect the RIEs and the computational resources under the supervision of the Conductor, which is responsible for constructing and updating the forwarding tables of the switches enabling a smooth communication between all the data plane components.
The computational resources are in charge of all the data plane computation. These resources are distributed in different location taking into considerations their computational capabilities, for example, placing them next to the RIEs to achieve better response times as it was mentioned before. Another possibility is to aggregate the data by small regions in regional servers to decide which data could be processed locally and which one must be for- The Conductor is the main component of the control plane, and its role is to orchestrate the physical resources available in the data plane and export them as virtual resources to the upper layers. The Conductor's mechanisms take care of the resource management and the communication infrastructure focusing on achieving applications' and users' requirements.
In Fig. 6 , the mechanisms at the south-bound include radio interfacing management, networking management, and location-aware computing management; thus the data plane resources are orchestrated from the control plane. During the orchestration process, information about the state of the network infrastructure and the computational resource is gathered for optimization purposes.
The Conductor performs a variety of tasks via different mechanisms; for example, the Location-Aware Computing Management (LCM) mechanism is one of the most important given that it schedules computational tasks to computational resources. At this level, applications and services have different requirements, on the other hand, the computational resources may have different computational capabilities and are deployed in several locations. Thus the LCM has to decide the schedule strategies to fulfill applications' and users' requirements trying to find an optimal tradeoff among various objectives, such as low latency, resource utilization ratio, and resilience. In CON-CERT, the Conductor can perform the tasks discussed above after collecting information about the deadlines, resource demands, location, and result destination of the applications and services in order to feed the proper mechanisms and algorithms embedded on it.
At the north-bound of the control plane, all the physical resources orchestrated are virtualized, creating a virtual infrastructure for the software-defined services.
At the top level of CONCERT, services are deployed following a software-defined approach taking advantage of the virtualization and orchestration performed by the Conductor in the control plane. Moreover, mobile edge Cloud services could be set up according to the user's requirements (e.g. low latency, high resilience) taking advantage of the LCM and other mechanisms provided by the Conductor.
In order to evaluate the reviewed architectures, a comparative analysis based on the challenges discussed in Section 4 is provided in the next section.
Discussion
A Fog Orchestrator requires a re-design of several mechanisms from well-known distributed systems (such as Cloud), in order to deal with the particular characteristics of the Fog. For instance, in the case of Resource Management (i.e. Scheduling, Path Computation, Discovery and Allocation, and Interoperability) it is important to consider the heterogeneity of the Fog, as well as the resource constraints of the devices at this level, which is very different from the reality in the Cloud.
Also, it is important to integrate solutions to handle the production of massive amounts of data at this level, which represents another shift in the previously known paradigm, and the heavy distributed nature of this scenario that also implies the need of keeping a precise knowledge of the devices and their locations.
In the case of Performance (i.e. Latency, Resilience, and Prediction and Optimization), new solutions are arising to deal with the high dynamism of the Fog and their mostly wireless links, using some knowledge of the edge environment. Also, to increase the performance, data is usually aggregated at the Fog level before being sent to the Cloud, thus the new solutions should consider data aggregation and preprocessing, diverging from mechanisms used on classic distributed systems.
Finally, for Security Management (i.e. Security and Privacy and Authentication, Access, and Account), it is important to handle the vastly distributed environment which enables more points of failure and the possibility of massive distributed attacks, and also consider the new threat regarding confidentiality of the sensitive data located in the proximity of the users.
The architectures reviewed in Section 5 are evaluated in this section considering how efficiently they handle these challenges. Table 1 summarizes the reviewed architectures, and how they deal with the challenges present in Fog environments, discussed in Section 4. For each challenge, Table 1 provides a short description on how the challenge is handled. In the case that an architecture does not provide information about the support for a particular challenge, N/A (Not Available) is listed in the table. Furthermore, since the ETSI IGS MEC architecture is just a reference, and no details are provided regarding the implementation, no more specifics are included in the table.
In general, the most addressed challenges are Scheduling, Discovery and Allocation, Prediction and Optimization. These challenges are the classic ones on distributed and Cloud environments; thus various mechanisms to deal with these challenges have been migrated to the Fog from its predecessors. On the other hand, the less natively included properties are Path Computation and Interoperability. This could be due to the majority of solutions use well-known external paradigms to deal with them. For Path Computation, SDN and NFV are commonly imported by Fog Orchestrators to deal with dynamic routing; meanwhile, standard description languages, such as ontologies, are utilized to achieve Interoperability.
For Latency and Resilience, the majority of the solutions are working towards embedded mechanisms. This represents a currently active and challenging field of research, taking in consideration that they support important metrics for final users that heavily impact QoS and QoE. Thus, more research is needed in these areas to better support applications and services in the Fog, looking towards improving services performance and user satisfaction.
In the case of the ETSI IGS MEC architecture [116] , since it refers to a reference architecture, it only mentions that the challenges should be addressed, but does not specify how it must be done. From this review, SORTS [112] is the architecture that supports the most challenges. An hybrid approach of choreography and orchestration was proposed in this research to enable Cloudlets and IoT islands to take decisions in a distributed way while at the Cloud level the Orchestrator can aggregate information from the lower layers to manage all the resources using a global view of the infrastructure allowing optimal decision-making over the entire system. Overall, the reviewed architectures are still under development. The majority of them propose theoretical approaches to deal with the challenges present in Fog environments. Nevertheless, practical and experimental solutions are coming forward; once the research field becomes more mature, stronger solutions are to be expected.
Conclusions
In an Internet of Everything environment, smart devices communicate with each other and with the users through the Internet to gather, process, and analyze data, without much (or any) human intervention. This inevitably will enable the rise of new generation services and applications where unique and customized information will be processed for users on demand. This brings along different challenges that have to be addressed in order to guarantee their proper function while providing acceptable QoE for final users.
Fog Orchestration refers to the process of automating application workflows in the sense of providing dynamic policy-based lifecycle management of Fog infrastructure and services. The Orchestration includes the provisioning, management, and monitoring on a large number of Fog nodes (i.e. Cloudlets) with a broad range of capabilities that include computing (computer resources), routing (network) and distributed databases (storage). The Fog Orchestration system must manage heterogeneous, and distributed systems spread across a wide geographical area. This requires a hierarchical organization with effective policies integrated with the Cloud orchestration system via intelligent interfaces.
In this paper, a revision on the Fog paradigm and its challenges is provided, to later on introduce a set of Fog service Orchestrator architectures, and how these deal with the challenges of the Fog. A comparative analysis is provided on the different architectures.
Further research has to be carried out to come up with stronger and more efficient architectures that include mechanisms and processes to handle the identified challenges and other issues not covered in this research. Future works also include determining additional research challenges and proposing how to manage them.
